The Fundamentals of Modern Product Management

Ten Must-Know Terms for Today's Product Professional
No matter your experience level or specific role within the product team, it can sometimes be helpful to revisit the basics. That’s why, in partnership with ProductCraft, our product management community, we’ve gathered a selection of “product management fundamentals” manuals into a single, easy-to-reference handbook. The ten terms we explore in this primer for the modern product professional are foundational to the understanding of this ever-evolving field.

In each section, we explain the basics of one key product management term, then dive into why it’s important for building successful products that will delight your users. You’ll also discover some tried-and-true best practices related to each concept and how they fit within the larger PM picture.

To learn more about each term (and get a list of recommended further reading), read the full articles on ProductCraft. We hope you find each one useful and enlightening.
Are your users getting as much value out of your product as possible? How well have they integrated your application into their key workflows? Are they discovering and making use of a wide variety of helpful features? Or are they missing out on the aspects of your product that are most useful to them? Digital adoption concerns itself with these and similar questions.

**Why is digital adoption important?**

According to a 2018 report from analyst firm IDG, 89% of organizations plan to implement a digital-first business strategy. For companies that have already taken a digital-first approach, doing so increased revenue by 34% on average. Companies need to ensure the digital tools they procure are adopted by their users, whether those are their employees or customers. Digital adoption of internal software is typically measured by increased employee productivity, whereas customer-facing digital products are measured against various business KPIs and, for sophisticated organizations, product experience targets.

**How can I increase digital adoption?**

In addition to ensuring a product is as intuitive as possible, there are certain ways to help increase digital adoption across a company’s user base:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onboarding</th>
<th>By creating an effective onboarding strategy, companies can ensure users not only become proficient in their application as quickly as possible, but also recognize the product’s value, which helps drive retention and prevent churn.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-app guidance</td>
<td>In order to provide contextual information while users are in the product, many companies use in-app messaging to communicate at the right moments and guide users to success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing education</td>
<td>Since digital adoption is an ongoing process, it’s important to continue educating users after onboarding is complete, especially when there are any product releases, changes, or updates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Today, many companies are turning to digital adoption platforms [like Pendo] — software that is layered on top of another software product, app, or website to help facilitate proficiency by guiding users through key tasks and providing contextual information as users navigate the product — to implement these practices effectively. Read the full article [here](#).
One of the most — if not the most — important points in a product user’s journey is where it begins. That first step is referred to as onboarding, and it can make or break a user’s experience with a product. After all, you never get a second chance to make a first impression.

**Why is user onboarding important?**

Onboarding happens whether the experience is curated or not. Companies that prioritize the onboarding experience can make their users proficient much more quickly. The growth of SaaS applications has dramatically reduced customers’ switching costs. They are much more likely to **churn** if they don’t realize value quickly, thus helping a customer accelerate time to value is key to churn prevention.

**What are some best practices for user onboarding?**

Here are a few of the ways your team can set users up for success:

1. **Design onboarding experiences for each unique user segment**
   If the app serves different user roles, tailor onboarding to the specific needs of each persona. By designing onboarding for each unique type of user, companies can drive new users to their specific a-ha moments more quickly and deliver the context needed to keep users engaged.

2. **Differentiate between new users and new accounts**
   For business-to-business products, each account likely has multiple users, with new team members joining regularly. A new user to an existing account can take a more streamlined onboarding if the primary account configuration has already taken place. In this scenario, the goal of user onboarding is to get the new team member up to speed on the existing account activity, not to establish the account from scratch.
Adjust for different learning styles

Think through different ways that users could progress through the onboarding experience. A company might design modularized onboarding content that allows users to explore topics in the order they prefer. Indicators like a progress bar or completion percentage are helpful, especially for longer, sequence-dependent onboarding. When possible, try to incorporate multiple communication modes, like video demos and illustrated walkthroughs. Finally, gamification can provide motivation and encourage onboarding completion.

Read the full article [here](#).

How would you rate your performance in each of these functions?

In early 2020, we surveyed product managers across Europe as part of our ‘State of Product Leadership’ (SOPL) survey, and respondents named onboarding as one area where they felt the least effective (second only to pricing and packaging).
3. Customer experience
Putting your product at the center of the user journey

What is customer experience (CX), and how does it differ from product experience (PX)?

In the software industry, product experience (PX) refers to the portion of the customer journey that takes place within the application. It’s a narrower band of the overall customer experience. While customer experience continues after a customer leaves your product (and even after they churn), product experience is specific to their engagements with your product. As SaaS becomes the primary software delivery model, more of the customer’s engagement with a vendor takes place within the product. It’s where users get onboarded, where they learn new features, and where they ultimately realize value.

Why does CX matter?

Picture the feeling of delight when the software someone’s using for work helps them get something tedious off their desk quickly. That’s customer experience. But so is when someone gets bumped from a flight, and then their app tells them the flight is boarding.

Whether it’s positive or negative, the effects of customer experience linger. Good customer experience gains company ambassadors, which is more powerful than any marketing campaign. Subpar customer experience can gain a company notoriety — and this is not an example of “any publicity is good publicity.”

Creating a customer experience that delights, engages, and keeps customers coming back is critical to growth. The opposite is also true. Last year, a study from PWC found that 59% of consumers will stop interacting with a brand they love after just one bad experience! The stakes are simply too high to risk giving customers an experience that’s anything short of excellent, at every touchpoint.

How can I improve my customer experience?

As mentioned above, CX starts well before someone becomes a customer. It may begin with word of mouth, an online review, marketing materials, or a free trial. However, the first post-purchase step in the customer experience is often onboarding. Because onboarding is such a milestone step in the journey, it’s essential that companies make it intuitive, make it brief, and make sure it teaches the user the most important tenets of the product — all to expedite time to value.

Continuous measurement, ideally by using NPS, conveys how a product is performing over time. It can also be an opportunity to capture qualitative feedback, or “verbatims.” This open-text feedback can provide helpful context for quantifiable data. Read the full article here.
**4. User segmentation**  
Creating targeted product experiences

**Why does user segmentation matter?**

*User segmentation* helps organizations understand their user base. While no two users may be alike, cohorting groups of similar users can expose the attributes common to a company’s most successful customers. For example, if one were to create user segments for trial users who convert vs. those who churn, the go-to-market team could learn how each segment uses the product differently, and then determine which marketing channels are more likely to attract those who tend to convert to paid users. Segmentation can also help product teams design different experiences for different types of users, with an eye toward increasing engagement, satisfaction, renewal, and expansion.

**How do I implement user segmentation?**

Companies can begin implementing user segmentation by following a short list of steps.

---

**Track individual behavior and sentiment**

While some of the data required for segmentation will live in the company’s CRM system, product teams will also need to add information about product *usage* and sentiment with a product analytics tool. A key outcome from a user segmentation exercise is to understand how different groups use the product differently, so capturing product usage data is critical.

**Define user groups**

Product and go-to-market teams should determine user groups based on the organization’s business objectives at the time. If the company is focused on new logo acquisition, for example, the teams might create segments for trial users who converted to paid vs. those who didn’t.
Compare activity between segments
User segmentation is valuable because it allows companies to compare and contrast different types of users. Comparing segments can help product and go-to-market teams understand how to turn happy customers into promoters, increase engagement levels for stalled users, or even shift resources away from certain segments entirely.

Experiment and measure impact on segments
Through experimentation and measurement, companies can learn which levers they can pull to affect change in a segment’s behavior, experience, or sentiment. And they can learn if those changes contribute to desired business outcomes.

Read the full article here.

It seems the European product leadership community is ahead of the global curve when it comes to being data-driven. They report a growing reliance on quantitative data to make decisions about their products.
How do you know if your customers are truly happy with your product? How can you identify your biggest fans and advocates, and/or your most unhappy and dissatisfied customers? The Net Promoter Score (or NPS) aims to answer these questions in a quantitative, measurable way.

**Are there other measures of customer sentiment?**

While NPS is likely the most commonly used and well-known measure of customer sentiment, it certainly isn't the only one. Two other such metrics you're likely to come across include CSAT (Customer Satisfaction Score) and CES (Customer Effort Score). Each of these KPIs has its own pros, cons, and use cases.

**What factors impact a company’s Net Promoter Score?**

It's important, particularly for software companies, to understand the distinction between account-level NPS and user-level NPS. User NPS captures the score of the person who uses the software regularly. Because that individual is closest to the product, their score is likely higher than the account score, because the latter will be mitigated by less-informed perspectives of those who may be more distant from the product.

NPS tracking can get sophisticated quickly. The medium over which the score is captured can also bias results. An NPS survey conducted within the product itself is likely to produce a higher score than an emailed survey, because the former is capturing a higher concentration of active, engaged users.

None of this context is intended to suggest that user NPS or in-app NPS is more or less valuable than their counterparts. Only that it’s helpful to be aware of biases and to be consistent when benchmarking over time.

The method of collecting survey data isn't the only factor that impacts an NPS score. The buying experience, onboarding process, and, of course, the product itself all have the potential to create Detractors and Promoters alike. To this end, understanding which pages or features in the product increase customer satisfaction and guiding users to those features is one of the most reliable ways to improve NPS over time. Read the full article [here](#).
### 6. Feature adoption
Driving users to value in your product

Product managers and their teams work together to build and release features that they hope their product’s users will find valuable and which align to the outcomes that deliver business scorecard metrics. However, shipping the feature is only the beginning — you need people to know about it, realize how it can help them, and eventually, to actually use it.

**Why does feature adoption matter?**

Feature adoption analytics focuses the product- and customer success manager’s efforts on improving the performance of a product’s most critical features. When measuring feature launches, product managers and customer success managers should consider four key feature adoption **analytics** dimensions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breadth</td>
<td>How widely has a feature been adopted across the user base or a targeted user segment? Has the feature been picked up by a majority of the targeted users or only a small percentage? Breadth of adoption shows the initial appeal of the new feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>How often do key user types touch the feature? Are they applying a desired process to demonstrate stickiness? Are they behaving in unexpected ways? Depth of adoption can signal relevance for an ongoing need or difficulty of use, so it’s important to keep a close eye on it and solicit feedback, if possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>How long does it take for customers to begin using a new feature? When learning about a feature, do they immediately try it or do they wait days or weeks before using it? The more quickly a feature is adopted, the more likely it aligns to an existing pain point.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What constitutes successful adoption across these dimensions is going to vary from use case to use case, but it’s important to consider all four when assessing the outcome of any feature release. Read the full article here.

How would you rate your performance in each of these functions?

European product leaders rank* themselves as most effective in achieving product and feature adoption goals over a range of other tasks.

How long do users continue to use a feature after learning about it? Do they just try it out a few times or continue to use it over the course of months and years? Duration aligns to retention and helps show whether a feature is providing real value beyond its initial novelty, and can signal when a feature needs a refresh.
Today’s PMs have access to huge amounts of data, but hard numbers are only one piece of the product experience puzzle. Qualitative feedback from customers and users is the other.

**Why is feedback important?**

Without feedback, a company will never know if customers are getting value out of their product. Without knowing if they’re getting value, the product and go-to-market teams won’t know if they’re nurturing loyal customers (not to mention be able to measure customer retention and customer health). And without loyal customers, well According to Gartner, “customers’ salient experiences with the company heavily influence their long-term switching behavior and reflect the true drivers of loyalty.” How does one find out what their salient experiences were? Customer and/or user feedback.

### Make it easy

Collecting feedback should be done on the customer’s terms, not the company’s. What does this mean? Well, if a customer has to dig around in the product to find a “contact us” form, then it’s not exactly easy for them to provide the feedback the product and marketing teams covet. An occasional survey is also not enough. Effective programs make the feedback mechanism as simple as possible, available to any customer, any time.

### Make it smart

Customers may have more than one piece of feedback to share, but not all feedback is created equal. It should also be easy for customers to rank their feedback priority — let them share what is most pressing for them, so that product, marketing, and customer success teams can better prioritize their actions.
**Close the loop**
Too often, companies collect feedback, but it ends up in a black hole, never to be synthesized or acted upon. Make sure the company has a clear vision and process in place before collecting feedback, as well as a tool to collect, prioritize, and manage feedback.

Read the full article [here](#).

### Source of Best Product / Feature Idea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Europe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Dept. Idea</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Feedback</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Team Idea</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did you know that European product professionals gain their best product ideas from customer feedback, even more so than PMs in other regions?*
8. Roadmapping
Visualising your product’s future

The roadmap is one of the most important “living documents” a product team has. It brings together multiple stakeholders around a shared plan for the product and sets general expectations of what will be completed and when.

What is a product roadmap?
A product roadmap is a visual summary of a product’s direction to facilitate communication with customers, prospects, partners, and internal stakeholders. A product roadmap is not a backlog of tasks. It’s not a detailed project plan or list of tactical activities, nor a repository for customer feedback and/or feature requests. And definitely it’s not an ironclad plan for which features or products will be released when. In fact, roadmaps change quite frequently due to shifting priorities, market conditions, or a change in business strategy.

What is included in a product roadmap?
A basic roadmap will usually include feature and product releases, but most go beyond that. Some items that may appear on a product roadmap are:

- Feature releases
- Product releases
- Strategic milestones
- Business or team initiatives
- Goals
- Epics
- User stories

Who creates the product roadmap?
Generally, the creation and management of the product roadmap is the purview of the product team. However, they don’t do this in a vacuum. Input from a wide variety of sources should make its way into the roadmap. These sources typically include both internal stakeholders, such as executives, salespeople, and customer success team members, and external ones, like customers. Also, a roadmap isn’t a “one and done” project — product managers should continuously seek feedback related to the roadmap and update it as priorities shift and new data becomes available.

Are there different kinds of product roadmaps?
Definitely. Product teams often create roadmaps for specific audiences. For example, they might create a public-facing version to share with customers. Or they may build a sales-specific one to distribute to revenue team members. In addition, they may create versions that emphasize different things — one that’s feature-focused, and another that’s initiative-focused, for instance. Read the full article here.
### Why is product ops important?

For product-led companies, the product is the focal point for each stage of the customer journey — from trial and purchase all the way through onboarding, expansion, and referrals — and product ops is key to the optimization of that experience. Just as sales ops, marketing ops, and DevOps became essential for their respective teams, product teams also benefit from an operational complement.

*Product ops* pros are often responsible for helping product management make more reliable decisions by equipping them with relevant usage data. Because product data is collected automatically (no manual entry, like with a CRM, for example), it tends to be among the “cleanest” data available to decision-makers. Gartner predicts that by 2021, 75% of software providers will rely on insights from embedded software analytics to inform product decisions and measure customer health.

### What does product ops do?

Product ops responsibilities fall into five core areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Similar to other ops roles, product ops manages the product tech stack, establishes internal best practices, and ensures team members are using tools effectively.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Product ops collects, organizes, and analyzes quantitative and qualitative product data and enables the entire organization to make the most of their insights. Data can include everything from product usage data, <em>Net Promoter Score (NPS)</em>, and product stickiness to customer feedback, feature requests, and support tickets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>To help eliminate friction within the product experimentation process, product ops tracks, sequences, and implements all experiments, and creates processes to drive efficiency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Product ops fosters cross-departmental collaboration around the product, and uses their product insights to identify areas for improvement and inform business decisions.

By providing product information to key decision-makers, product ops is an important advisor to CPOs, VPs of product, and other R&D leadership.

Read the full article [here](#).

It seems Product Ops is on the rise. More than half of European product teams we surveyed* now have a dedicated product ops role, and a further 20% were looking to hire for one.

* Pendo “State of Product Leadership 2020: Europe” survey
10. Retention
Building products that keep users coming back

Why is retention important?
User acquisition is expensive. Often it takes SaaS companies years before they can turn a profit on a new customer. Failing to retain customers means that every new business win results in a financial loss. Only by retaining customers past the payback period can an organization turn a profit on each customer.

What drives user retention?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onboarding</th>
<th>User retention starts with successful onboarding. A user must be able to execute product basics, like setting up their new account. If there are key configuration steps, such as completing an integration or inviting teammates, the user must be guided through those actions as quickly as possible.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>Once onboarding is complete, it’s critical that new users see immediate value from the product. Helping the user realize early wins builds momentum and motivates them to return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit</td>
<td>The final step in driving user retention is creating usage habits. What triggers should prompt a user to come back to the product to complete another task? Combining user habits, like taking a photo of a receipt for expense-processing apps, with the natural usage frequency for the application can inform an organization’s onboarding and activation strategies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How do I measure customer retention?
Retention is measured by comparing the number of customers at the start of a given time period with the number of customers at the end of that period. This measure should, however, exclude any new customers gained during this time.
For example, a company that begins the year with 100 customers, acquires 10 new customers and loses 10 of the initial customers. By the end of the year, this company has 90% retention. Despite the fact that the number of customers remained the same — meaning growth is flat — only 90 customers are retained. Strong customer acquisition does not cover up low retention. Read the full article here.

Customer retention is growing in importance. Pendo's SOPL 2020 survey revealed that retention is now the third most critical KPI for European product leaders.
If you found this handbook helpful, we encourage you to share it with your teammates. And to learn more about how companies are using Pendo to drive real product decisions, explore our library of customer case studies.

Read more Pendo.io customer stories